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The first thing you see in writer/director Marcos Efron’s new thriller, “And Soon the Darkness”, a remake of a 1970 British film of
the same name, is a young, scantily clad woman, chained to a wall, get electrocuted by some unseen villain. This gives you the
immediate impression that the film is going to be another torture porn. So it is a pleasant surprise when “And Soon the Darkness”
instead turns out to be a tight, well-executed suspense film. It isn’t exploring any new territory, but for what it is, it is well done.
Stephanie (Amber Heard, who also serves as co-producer) and Ellie ( Odette Yustman) are nearing the end of a once-in-a-lifetime
bicycle trip through Argentina. Steph is the low key, almost prudish girl, while Ellie is the wild, free-spirited part of the duo. On their
last day they come to a remote mountain village, and after a shower, decide to go out for a night on the town. You’ve seen enough
horror movies to know that flaunting your sexy Americanness while in a foreign country never ends well. Ellie gets wasted, flirts with
a local, and has to be rescued from unwanted sexual advances in the wee hours of the morning by Michael (Karl Urban with some
sweet highlights in his hair), a mysterious American who is staying at the same hotel as the girls.
The next morning, Ellie’s raging hangover causes the girls to miss the only bus out of town that day. Since they’re stuck anyway the
girls decide to go exploring, but while at a scenic waterfall they have a fight, and Steph leaves Ellie and rides off on her bike.
Eventually Steph cools down, but when she returns to the falls to retrieve Ellie, there are signs of a struggle, but no signs of Ellie.
The local authorities are no help, and none of the villagers will talk to her, so, desperate and with nowhere else to turn, Steph enlists
Michael to help. But Michael has some secrets of his own, and may not be everything he seems. As the sheriff tells Steph, “just
because he speaks English, doesn’t mean you should trust him.”
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You’ve seen this set up before—pretty girls in trouble, picturesque surroundings that hide a sinister underbelly, frustratingly unhelpful
provincial police, a helpful stranger who may not be trustworthy, and of course the if-only-they’d-caught-that-bus-everything-wouldbe-okay moment. The main question is, even though “And Soon the Darkness” is full of standard horror-thriller elements, will the film
deliver something unique or compelling? The answer to that is yes, it does.
The story is tense and convincing. You feel Steph’s rising panic as she frantically searches for her kidnapped BFF. The plot has ample
twists and turns, taking you in some unexpected directions, but these shifts are never forced, arising instead as a natural part of the
narrative, as opposed to jumping out of thin air and trying to shock you. MINOR SPOILER—you’re watching “And Soon the Darkness”,
waiting for them to screw everything up with some sort of hideous attempt to blow your mind, like “it was all a dream” or something
on par with that, but it never happens. There is no twist ending. Instead of going in for cheap tricks and scares, Efron, and co-writer
Jennifer Derwingson, rely on good storytelling to construct an effective, suspenseful movie.
“And Soon the Darkness” also looks great. Sweeping shots of Argentine mountains are scenic and impressive, and add to the isolated
tone and atmosphere of the film. The climactic scene takes place in a gray, windswept wasteland that look like the desiccated
skeleton of what used to be a luxury resort. It could be an unused location from “Cyborg”, or some other post-apocalyptic tale. Turns
out it is actually the ruins of a town that flooded years ago and was abandoned.

While not terribly original, “And Soon the Darkness” is an entertaining film that, within genre confines, delivers exactly what it
promises—tension, suspense, and a story that catches and holds your attention throughout. Check it out, it’s worth a look. It is also
worth noting that this is Efron’s first time out as a feature director, and if this is any indication, good things will come in the future.
“And Soon the Darkness” opens on December 17th in a limited theatrical run, with the DVD/Blu-ray release to follow shortly on
December 28th.
The DVD comes with a collection of deleted scenes, and an excerpt from Efron’s video diary that serves as a behind the scenes
feature narrated by the director. A commentary track with Efron, editor Todd Miller, and cinematographer Gabriel Berinstain, has a lot
of information about the trials and tribulations of shooting a low-budget, independent movie in a remote, foreign location.
Marcos Efron (writer/director)/Jennifer Derwingson (writer)
CAST: Amber Heard … Stephanie
Odette Yustman … Ellie
Karl Urban … Michael
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In First Deal, Sony Buys Contemporary 'Frankenstein' For Matt Tolmach
By MIKE FLEMING Thursday December 2, 2010 @ 12:09pm PST
EXCLUSIVE: In the first project he has set at Sony Pictures Entertainment since exiting
the co-president post to become a producer, Matt Tolmach is at the center of a
preemptive pitch deal for Frankenstein. The film will be a contemporary version of the
Mary Shelley novel. Craig Fernandez pitched the project and will write the script. Tolmach
will produce through Matt Tolmach Productions.
Tolmach ended his run as co-president alongside Doug Belgrad on October 29 to take a
multi-year producing deal at the studio that starts with him joining Laura Ziskin and Avi
Arad as producers of the 3D Spider-Man reboot. That film begins production in the next
few days with The Social Network's Andrew Garfield playing the title role and Marc Webb
directing.
Fernandez's credits include the upcoming Lionsgate pic From
Prada to Nada, described as a Latin spin on Sense and
Sensibility. He also just scripted Everything Must Go, a
DreamWorks Animation project based on Terry Pratchett's The
Bromeliad Trilogy, and is adapting the Octavia Butler novel Clay's Ark for DreamWorks
Animation and Shrek producer Aaron Warner. Original Artists' Jordan Bayer, who brokered the
Frankenstein deal, will soon shop Fernandez' script The Courageous, a futuristic adaptation of
Rudyard Kipling's Captains Courageous that will be produced by Jon Shestack.
While Universal is known for its classic monster franchises, SPE went through its own
infatuation with horror classics in the early 1990s. That included the 1994 TriStar period pic
Frankenstein which starred Robert De Niro as the monster with director Kenneth Branagh as
Victor Frankenstein. Columbia Pictures also made the 1992 Francis Coppola-directed Bram
Stoker's Dracula and the 1994 Mike Nichols-directed Wolf.

This article was printed from http://www.deadline.com/2010/12/in-first-deal-sony-buyscontemporary-frankenstein-for-matt-tolmach/
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Exclusivephoto & comments: Jorge Olguín
!s “THE
ELEMENTALS”
While attending last week!s American Film Market, Fango ran into Chilean writer/director Jorge Olguín (ÁNGEL NEGRO, Fango Video!s SANGRE
ETERNA), who gave us the scoop—and an exclusive photo—from his latest production, THE ELEMENTALS, which the filmmaker is shooting in 3-D.
See below the jump for full details.
“THE ELEMENTALS is Chile!s first 3-D film,” Olguín tells Fango. “It is a film of fantasy and horror, taking place in a part of Chile dominated by Indian
culture. The filming will be completed this summer and will be released in late 2011.”
In THE ELEMENTALS, an American geologist named Dave and his daughter Anna travel to an unspoiled area of Araucanía in
Southern Chile to evaluate the construction of a dam. A beautiful Indian woman (Chilean star Paz Bascuñan) and her son,
Vincent, accompany the team as guides. The company has hired these locals to help Dave and Anna visit the unspoiled location
without problems. Isolated in a rustic cabin, Anna, affected by the recent death of her mother and obsessed with the paranormal,
wants to contact her deceased parent again but instead awakens something supernatural that lives in the imposing woods,
risking the lives of the visitors.
“THE ELEMENTALS is a film that blends fantasy and horror, but beware, those entities that live here hiding in the forests are
very, very angry with the human species,” Olguín says. “What can they do to a handful of ordinary people lost in a virgin forest
where these beings have all the power? Don!t expect children!s fairy tales…”
Like his AFM-screened zombie film DESCENDENTS (a.k.a. SOLOS), Olguín will shoot THE ELEMENTALS in English, making
foreign sales easier. “History justifies the use of English,” he says. “Plus DESCENDENTS was effectively an experiment for me,
where the action was not located in a specific location. On THE ELEMENTALS, the action takes place in Chile, in a beautiful
area dominated by the indigenous culture, but where the players come from the U.S.A., so there is an interesting mix of
languages: 80 percent English, 10 percent Spanish and 10 percent mapugundum, the Indian language.”
For THE ELEMENTALS, Olguín will also be jumping on the 3-D bandwagon, a step up from his previous low-budget excursions.
“No doubt there will be challenges, but it is always fun learning a new tool to tell a story,” the director says. “Filming in this new
way implies that I have strong awareness of the camera movements, the use of lenses and especially the use of post. This time,
my budget is larger than DESCENDENTS and even more than the average Chilean film because of the postproduction and
visual effects in 3-D require more working time.”

A teaser trailer for THE ELEMENTALS will be released the last week of November in local theaters and online. You can find out more about Chile
!s leading genre filmmaker
here.
News - Latest
Posted by Tony Timpone

Nov 17, 2010
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Eisner takes a walk on 'Wild' side
He's developing a Rolling Stone report on cyber crime
By DAVE MCNARY

Eric Eisner is looking to go wild with cyber crime, developing a feature based on Rolling Stone
article "Hackers Gone Wild: The Fast Times and Hard Fall of the Green Hat Gang" through his
Double E Pictures banner.
Alessandro Camon ("The Messenger") will adapt the article, penned by Sabrina Rubin Erdely and
published by Rolling Stone in its June 10 issue.
"Hackers" is the story of 27-year-old Albert Gonzalez and a band of young accomplices who stole
and resold 170 million credit cards in a scheme that has been called the largest identity theft
caper in U.S. history. The self-taught programmer, while hacking into the computer systems of
Fortune 500 companies, simultaneously served as an informant for the Secret Service cybercrimes
task force.
"This story about a young computer prodigy who launched one of the world's biggest criminal
enterprises is a natural for the bigscreen," Eisner said.
"Cyber crime is a defining phenomenon of our time and these are the guys who pioneered it,"
Camon said.
Camon co-wrote "The Messenger" with director Oren Moverman and the screenplay received an
Oscar nod. He has been working on a project for Bruckheimer Films, with director Rupert Sanders
attached, and recently rewrote action-thriller "Gregory Burns" for Morgan Creek. His producing
credits include "The Cooler," "Thank You for Smoking" and "Wall Street 2: Money Never Sleeps."
Eisner's first film, "Hamlet 2," was acquired by Focus at Sundance for a near-record $10 million.
He's currently developing "The Bait," "The King of Sting," "Havana Nocturne," "Alone in
Damascus" and a Jerry Garcia biopic chronicling his life before joining the band that would
become the Grateful Dead.
Eisner also launched the Epic Cycle graphic novel imprint in partnership with Liquid Comics, and
created and exec produced four seasons of "Madden Nation" for ESPN.
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118027373?refcatid=4026&printerfriendly=true
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Spec Market Roundup: October 2010
By Jason Scoggins
November 3, 2010
Figures. Just as Warner Bros. and Relativity start to have a bit of an influence on the
spec market (even Disney bought one last month!), the Fall selling season is starting to
wind down. Here are October’s raw stats:
•
•

38 specs hit the tracking boards, none of which sold
6 additional spec sales were reported, including one from April 2010

Speaking of seasons winding down, in honor of the recent end of the mid-term election
cycle I thought I’d hit the spec market highlights Talking Points Memo-style:
•

Disney’s first spec purchase of the year last month was also the first of the Rich
Ross/Sean Bailey regime, which has been in place for almost exactly a year.

•

Relativity bought its fifth spec of the year, the most of any studio except Warner
Bros., and two ahead of the next biggest buyer (Paramount).

•

Warner Bros. bought six specs in the last six weeks in October, bringing its total
for 2010 to eight. That’s the highest number of spec purchases by a single
buyer since the writers’ strike.

Weekly Activity Breakdown:
Week of October 4:
• 13 scripts hit the tracking boards, none of which have sold
• 2 additional sales were reported (“Galveston” and “Ten”)
Week of October 11:
• 9 scripts hit the boards, none have sold
• No additional sales were reported
Week of October 18:
• 5 scripts hit the boards, none have sold
• 3 additional sales were reported (“Columbus,” “Dark Moon” and “Father
Figures”)
Week of October 25:
• 11 scripts hit the tracking boards, none of which have sold so far
• 1 additional sale was reported (“The Claim,” which originally went out in April)

Spec Sales – Genre Breakdown
•
•
•
•
•

1 – Action
1 – Comedy
2 – Drama
1 – Sci-Fi
1 – Thriller

Spec Sales - Breakdown by Buyer
•

Disney’s first spec purchase of 2010 was Laurie Craig’s comedy, “Father
Figures,” from Original Artists, for Andrew Panay to produce through his Panay
Films. Kristin Burr is the studio executive.

•

QED and Norton Herrick bought a package anchored by Skip Woods’ spec
drama, “Ten,” from CAA for Joe Roth and Palak Patel to produce. Woods,
Herrick and QED’s Bill Block and Paul Hanson will produce as well. Patrick
Alessandrin is directing, Bruce Willis is starring, and the project is scheduled to
go into production before the end of the year.

•

Relativity bought its own package last month, this one centered on T.S.
Nowlin’s historical fiction actioner, “Columbus,” for Richard Branson’s Virgin
Produced to produce. WME and Energy shopped the project, with McG
attached to produce and direct and Energy attached to produce as well. This
sale is Relativity’s fifth spec purchase of the year.

•

Newly formed production company Route One Films picked up Damien
Chazelle’s spec thriller, “The Claim,” out from Gersh and Exile Entertainment.
Script originally hit the market in April this year.

•

Warner Bros.’ seventh spec purchase of 2010 was Daniel Sussman’s historical
fiction action script, “Galveston,” out from Infinity Management, for Polly
Johnson to produce through her Polymorphic Pictures banner. Chris Gary and
Sarah Schechter are the project’s studio executives.

•

And Warner Bros. topped off its Fall buying spree in October with Olatunde
Osunsanmi’s sci-fi drama, “Dark Moon,” from CAA and Caliber, for Weed
Road’s Akiva Goldsman and Kerry Foster to produce. Osunsanmi will direct.
Greg Silverman is the studio executive.

About The Scoggins Report:
The Scoggins Report is a terribly unscientific analysis of the feature film development
business (spec script and open writing assignment activity in particular) based on
information assembled from a variety of public and non-public sources. The numbers
in the reports are by no means official statistics and should not be relied upon as such.
Past editions of The Scoggins Report can be found in the archives of The Business of
Show Institute (http://bit.ly/2HRZ67) as well as on Jason Scoggins’ website:
http://www.lifeonthebubble.com.
Details on each person, project and company in the Report can also be found at
www.itsonthegrid.com, the only place to find listings of Hollywood’s active open
writing and directing assignments. Click here to explore the IOTG blog, which includes
highlights of recent database updates. Subscribe to the blog’s feed via email here.
About Scoggins:
Jason Scoggins is the principal at Eureka Canyon Enterprises, a literary management,
production and consulting company that represents writers, directors and producers
for feature films and television. He also founded and runs www.itsonthegrid.com, the
aforementioned database of feature film development information. Follow him here:
http://twitter.com/itsonthegrid.
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Peter Bogdanovich is our colleague (in case you didn’t know, he’s got a blog), but though we have
yet to run into him by the water cooler and ask him if he saw “The Office” last night, it might be
because he’s been busy working on a couple of new films.
In an interview with the National Post, Bogdanovich dropped some details on a couple new films he
has in the works. First up, and most excitingly, is a comedy called “Squirrel To The Nuts” which is
set to be produced by Wes Anderson and Noah Baumbach, two filmmakers who have clearly
been influenced by his work.
“It’s a screwball comedy about an escort, a theatre director and a private detective,” said
Bogdanovich. And really, the project sounds right in Bogdanovich’s very familiar wheelhouse—he is an
unabashed fan of screwball comedy (”What’s Up Doc,” “The Cat’s Meow” etc) and with Anderson
and Baumbach helping to guide the project, we are very excited to see what the result may be.
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Another project knocking around the director’s desk, and first announced earlier in the year, is an
adaptation of Kurt Andersen‘s massive 600+ page novel, “Turn Of The Century.” The story is set
in February 2000 and is about “a Manhattan power couple and their three private school-reared kids.
The hysterical pace of their respective professional lives is vaporizing their already troubled marriage,
and the couple must struggle to keep their perspective and save their family.” That’s certainly some
ambitious material and a new direction for the director, and he reveals that he has completed the
screenplay.
Also still kicking around is the long delayed restoration of Orson Welles’ never completed “The
Other Side Of The Wind,” which has been moving in fits and starts, but is caught up in legal
entanglements. That aside, it does seem like there is plenty to look forward to for Bogdanovich
enthusiasts and in case you forgot, next month Criterion will issue the undeniable classic “The Last
Picture Show” as part of their BBS Films box set. That one should shoot right to the top of your list.
We’ll leave you with an extra from the DVD release of “They All Laughed,” a discussion between
Bogdanovich and Anderson about the film.
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The Director Of SOLOS (DESCENDENTS) Preparing Chile's
First Ever 3D Film.
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Horror, Mexico & South America, Sci-Fi & Fantasy
Chile is going 3D and director Jorge Olguin is taking them there. Olguin is no stranger to Twitch, his
previous feature - Solos or Descendents - getting a lot of play here as Chile's first ever zombie film.
And now Olguin is about to set another local first with the country's first ever 3D film, the horror
tinged fantasy Elementals.
The film is aiming for a late 2011 release with the bulk of production still to come but Olguin is
already preparing a trailer to run in Chilean theaters in November and the still above - the first image
released from the film - comes from that. More on this as it comes.
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Warner Bros. keyed to 'Unlocked'
Lorenzo di Bonaventura to co-produce spy tome
By DAVE MCNARY
Warner Bros. has snapped up spy thriller spec "Unlocked" by Peter O'Brien and set it up with Lorenzo di
Bonaventura and Georgina Townsley.
Story centers on a female CIA interrogator being duped into getting a terrorist to provide key information to
the wrong side, thrusting her into the middle of a plot to plan a devastating biological attack in London. Erik
Howsam, a VP with di Bonaventura's production banner, is exec producing.O'Brien penned "Unlocked" in
2007 and the script landed on the 2008 Black List of top unproduced screenplays. Since then, he's worked
on Microsoft's vidgame sensation "Halo: Reach" and penned an adaptation of Robert Ludlum's political
thriller "The Chancellor Manuscript" for Paramount, which has Marc Forster attached to direct.
O'Brien spent most of a year working on "Halo: Reach," including five months at Bungie Studios, which
developed the Halo franchise, in Seattle. "It was very intense because you have to pay very close attention
to what the designer wants," he said.
Courtenay Valenti is overseeing "Unlocked" for the studio.
Di Bonaventura's in production on "Transformers 3" and in pre-production for cop thriller "Man on a
Ledge" for Summit.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118024506.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_story&articleid=VR1118024506&categoryid=1237
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ABC presses on without McPherson
Alphabet net looks for next 'Modern Family'-like sensation
By DAVID KRONKE
Serial skepticism
ABC | CBS | Fox | NBC | CW | Cable | PBS

Following Stephen McPherson's abrupt resignation from his position as president of ABC Entertainment in
July, "there wasn't any disruption" in proceeding with the network's plans for fall, says Jeff Bader, exec
veep of planning, scheduling and distribution for the network.
ABC's past season was a mixed bag -- it managed to create a credible night of comedy on Wednesdays,
anchored by "Modern Family," which wrestled the comedy series Emmy away from "30 Rock." But longrunning hits "Desperate Housewives" and "Grey's Anatomy" started to show their age, and the network lost
its pop-culture phenomenon, "Lost."
For 2010-11, ABC has high hopes for improving its ratings on a number of nights.
"Now that we've established a beachhead on Wednesday with our comedies, we hope to solidify the night
and take it to the next level," Bader says.
ABC has added newcomer "Better With You" to the sitcom block and ends the evening with the legal drama
"The Whole Truth," which will be competing opposite two other new legal dramas, CBS's "The Defenders"
and NBC's "Law & Order: Los Angeles."
"It'll be interesting to see what happens there," Bader says. "Even today, for new shows, half of your
audience comes from your lead-in. I think coming out of our comedy lineup, which skews heavily female, it
will do well."
Bader also has high hopes for Tuesday, which begins and concludes with new series, the action dramedy
"No Ordinary Family" and the gritty cop drama "Detroit 1-8-7," that serve as counterprogramming to the
other networks' offerings.
"We think we'll have more male appeal than the competition," Bader says, while adding, "When we're
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_story&articleid=VR1118024086&categoryid=4108
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putting together our schedules these days, there's only so much attention we give to the other networks. The
game has changed so much with DVRs when it comes to counter-scheduling."
ABC also hopes to improve its 10 p.m. ratings and will pay closer attention to online reaction to its series.
"You can tell if a buzz is developing about a show by seeing people choosing to watch shows on their own
time," Bader says. "You can gauge passion for a show even if it's not showing up in broadcast ratings."
SPOTLIGHT
"No Ordinary Family"
In "No Ordinary Family," Michael Chiklis and Julie Benz star as Jim and Stephanie Powell,
parents of a typically dysfunctional family who attempt to reconnect during a trip to Brazil
and, after surviving a plane crash in a phosphorescent rain-forest river, discover they each
have unique superpowers.
So, is it a family show or an action show?
"We're finding that balance as we go," Chiklis admits. "The feeling is, it's a family show at its core. The
superhero element is definitely huge part of the show. Who gets to go to work and jump off bridges? That's
really a fun vehicle for telling these stories."
Chiklis is particularly stoked that creators Greg Berlanti ("Everwood," "Brothers and Sisters") and Jon
Harmon Feldman ("Dirty Sexy Money") have given Jim's 16-year-old daughter (Kay Panabaker) the ability
to read minds -- including her parents'.
"That's just got comedy written all over it," Chiklis says. "That makes for both funny and dramatic stuff
when you hear people's thoughts. The superpower aspect helps magnify our ability to tell stories about the
upside and downside of family issues in a unique way."
NEW FOR '10
"Better With You"
"Modern Family 2.0?" In this sitcom from Shana Goldberg-Meehan ("Friends," "Joey")
about an extended family, Kurt Fuller and Debra Jo Rupp play long-married, bored parents
of daughters portrayed by JoAnna Garcia and Jennifer Finnigan. When Garcia's character
announces her impetuous decision to marry, paroxysms of doubt crop up in Finnigan's
character's relationship, which has been heretofore steady yet free of wedding rings. Jake
Lacy and Josh Cooke co-star.

"Body of Proof"
Dana Delany stars as a former brilliant neurosurgeon whose loss of her acute motor skills
(but not of her terrific gams and her self-satisfied snarkiness) forces her to become a
coroner who can practically solve murders by herself. John Carroll Lynch ("Fargo") and
Sonja Sohn ("The Wire") co-star. Chris Murphy and Matthew Gross are executive
producers.
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"Detroit 1-8-7"
This gritty police procedural was initially envisioned as a "COPS"-inspired mockumentary
featuring Michael Imperioli ("The Sopranos") as a bad-ass homicide detective, until the city
of Detroit banned camera crews from covering cops' daily routines. Showrunners Jason
Richman and David Zabel retooled the series, but it still features plenty of jittery, doc-style
camerawork.

"My Generation"
Warren Littlefield is among the producers of this faux doc about nine graduates from an
Austin, Texas, high school and how their lives have drastically changed in the past 10
years. With the 2000 presidential election, 9/11 and Enron as plot points, it's the rare show
that almost dares to be vaguely political.

"The Whole Truth"
This Jerry Bruckheimer production stars Rob Morrow as cocky defense attorney Jimmy
Brogan and Maura Tierney as crusading prosecutor Kathryn Peale. They dated in the past,
but now find themselves squaring off against one another in criminal trials; each episode
will reveal who was actually fighting on the right side.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118024086.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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Disney has picked up the comedy spec "Father Figures" from Laurie Craig. Andrew Panay is
producing via his Disney-based Panay Films.
In the story, a 10-year-old boy is being handed off from his father to his stepfather for the
weekend, but the handoff goes wrong, and the boy gets lost. The father and stepfather, who
have never gotten along, are forced to work together to find their son.
Alex Ankeles of Panay Films will oversee the project.
Panay recently set up at Disney an untitled baseball pitch from "Wall Street: Money Never
Sleeps" scribe Allan Loeb with Bradley Cooper attached to star. Panay is producing that
dramedy with Loeb and his Scarlet Fire Entertainment partner Steven Pearl.
Craig, repped by Original Artists, has made a name for herself in the family film business. She
worked on "Ella Enchanted," starring Anne Hathaway and Hugh Dancy, and "Ramona and
Beezus," starring Selena Gomez, an adaptation of the Beverly Cleary book.
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Gyllenhaal to star in vibrator comedy
Actress tops Victorian-era indie 'Hysteria'
By DAVE MCNARY
Maggie Gyllenhaal and Hugh Dancy will star in indie romantic comedy "Hysteria," centered on the
invention of the vibrator in Victorian Era England.
"Hysteria," penned by Stephen Dyer and Jonah Lisa Dyer, is directed by Tanya Wexler. Jonathan Pryce
and Rupert Everett have already been signed to co-star.
Producers are Forthcoming Films' Sarah Curtis ("Mansfield Park"), Beachfront Films' Tracey Becker
("Finding Neverland") and Informant Media's Judy Cairo ("Crazy Heart.") Shooting's scheduled in
October in London and Luxembourg.
Dancy and Pryce will star as doctors in London treating cases of "hysteria," a condition characterized by
a woman's irritability, anger or unexplained tears. Dancy's character and his best friend, portrayed by
Everett, experiment with a new electrical device for treatment for the ailment. Gyllenhaal portrays the
daughter of Pryce's character.
Gyllenhaal starred in "Crazy Heart" and co-stars in "Nanny McPhee Returns," which opens Friday.
Dancy starred in "Adam."
Exec producers on "Hysteria" are Informant's Michael A. Simpson and Eric Brenner, Sandra Siegal and
Ken Atchity, Mark Kress, and Stephen Dyer. Co-producers are Anouk Nora of France's By Alternative
Pictures and Jimmy deBrabant of Luxembourg's Delux Films.
Elle Driver is the international sales agent and Tom Ortenberg's One Way Out Media is repping the
North American rights. Gyllennhaal is repped by CAA and The Schiff Co. Dancy is represented by UTA,
Gene Parseghian and United Agents.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118023103.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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Directortalks “AND SOON THE DARKNESS” remake
What do you get when you combine two hot chicks, the sizzling backdrop of Argentina and a Latin bad boy named Chucho? The feature-film
debut of commercial director Marcos Efron: the remake of 1970’s Robert Fuest-directed chiller AND SOON THE DARKNESS, coming from Anchor
Bay Entertainment.
“The project came to me through my agents,” Efron tells Fango. “The producers had been working on trying to get a new version off the ground for
a number of years, and had reached a point where they needed a director who could whip Jennifer Derwingson’s screenplay into shape and attract
talent. That script was great, and it captured a lot of the atmosphere I wanted to showcase. I spent a month in 2008 in Argentina getting a feel for the people and the culture,
which I felt was important to making the film feel real.”
The film, which we last covered with a sexy photo here, stars ZOMBIELAND’s Amber Heard and Odette
Yustman from CLOVERFIELD and THE UNBORN as friends Stephanie and Ellie, who are on a bike-riding tour of
the foothills of Argentina when they wind up in the small town of Alemana. A fight ensues between the two
friends when they miss their bus, and Ellie subsequently disappears. Stephanie must find her before darkness falls
and avoid crossing paths with local thug Chucho (Michel Noher), whom Ellie has developed a crush on.
“Chucho is one dangerous dude,” Efron says, “but he’s good-looking and has a cool Latin vibe about him that
sets people at ease, especially women. He’s definitely a villain in the film, but there are others, and by the last
act of the film, Amber’s character has to figure out who she can really trust. I think it will come as a surprise to
audiences as well.”
Efron notes that this complexity helps set his film apart from the 1970 version. “The main difference between the
update and the original is a greater emphasis on character and more twists to the plot. When you get actors as
great as Amber Heard, Odette Yustman, Karl Urban and Adrianna Barraza, you need to have something for them
to hang their hats on. I loved the simplicity and atmosphere of the first movie, but I felt it was a little too
straightforward for today’s audiences.” In addition, while the Fuest film was set in France, “We chose to set ours
in the vast, rural remoteness of Argentina because I didn’t feel it was believable, in 2010, that anyone would be
cut off from help in France. Europe seemed too ‘safe’ and not exotic enough.”
The region provided real-life benefits as well. “Shooting in Argentina was great, because they have extraordinary
locations and a base of very skilled craftsmen and crewpeople,” says Efron, who describes his time helming AND
SOON THE DARKNESS as both exciting and challenging, and notes that every day was a learning experience.
“The challenges were what you would expect: far from home, a different working style than in the U.S. and
language. But none of that got in our way. We showed up every day and shot until they pulled the plug on us!”
he laughs.
While AND SOON THE DARKNESS isn’t a gore-filled, blood-and-guts horror film, the director assures that there are definitely a number of jump-out-of-your seat moments. “It’s
definitely more of an atmospheric thriller about strangers in a strange land,” he says. “DELIVERANCE is a good comparison, as are those creepy movies that get under your skin,
like KNIFE IN THE WATER and the original Dutch version of THE VANISHING.” While Efron enjoys playing on moviegoers’ squeamishness, he says it’s the deeper notions of
horror that get under his skin the most. “I believe fans who are interested in suspense and smart storytelling, and that sinking feeling of ‘Oh crap, this could happen to me’ will
really dig this movie.”
Anchor Bay is currently planning a theatrical release in February 2011, with a DVD to follow; Studio Canal, which co-produced and co-financed the film, is handling foreign
distribution. Asked what’s next for him, Efron replies, “Quite a lot. I’ve just finished a new script that will surely appeal to FANGORIA fans, something I hope to shoot next year.”
See AND SOON THE DARKNESS’ Facebook page here.
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Elisabeth Shue joins 'House' thriller
Actress cast opposite 'Winter's Bone' star Jennifer Lawrence
By Borys Kit
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July 25, 2010, 11:00 PM ET
SAN DIEGO -- Elisabeth Shue will star opposite "Winter's
Bone" star Jennifer Lawrence and Max Thieriot in "House at
the End of the Street," a thriller from FilmNation and A Bigger
Boat being directed by Mark Tonderai.
"House" centers on a teen girl (Lawrence) who moves with
her mom (Shue) to a new town and learns that their home is
across the street from a house where a double murder took
place. Complications ensue when the teen befriends the
massacre's sole surviving son (Thieriot).
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The project hopes to be to "Psycho" what "Disturbia" was to
"Rear Window."

Elisabeth Shue (Getty)

FilmNation's Aaron Ryder and Peter Block of A Bigger Boat are producing with Tim Williams, Hal Lieberman and
Jonathan Mostow. Mostow wrote the story on which the script, written by David Loucka, is based.
Production is set to start early next month in Ottawa.
Shue, repped by CAA and Management 360, next appears in Alexandre Aja's horror remake "Piranha 3D " and
recently wrapped the indie "Janie Jones" with Abigail Breslin.
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Spec Market Roundup: May 2010
By Jason Scoggins
June 3, 2010

Before I get to the May numbers, another mea culpa: I left a spec sale off the last Spec
Market Scorecard again by mistake. At the end of April, Mandate bought Matt Drake!s
romantic action spec “The Necessary Death of Charlie Countryman” from Original
Artists for Bona Fide to produce. The Variety article about the sale made it seem like
the script had been set up previously, but I!m assured that it was in fact a spec sale.
The project picked up some momentum during the Cannes Film Festival, where
Lionsgate was shopping the project to international buyers: Shia LaBeouf is attached to
star, commercials director Dante Ariola will make his feature directorial debut, and the
project is headed for a fall production start date. Again, my bad. I!ll try not to make a
habit out of this.
In a way, though, I!m happy to have another project to highlight in this month!s report –
May!s spec market was so incredibly slow, there!s not all that much to talk about. Here
are the raw numbers:
•
•

22 specs hit the tracking boards, none of which sold
4 additional spec sales were reported

Those are summer/holiday numbers, not in-the-thick-of-selling season numbers.
Compared to May 2009, which was the start of the current slowdown in the market,
2010 is down by roughly half, both in terms of the number of scripts available and the
number of sales (10 sales out of 40 scripts last year). Even compared to April this year,
May is down by about two thirds.
It!s tough to guess what!ll happen next month as the selling season comes to a close.
Hopefully it!ll be like last year – May was significantly slower than April and June in
2009. It!s certainly hard to imagine June 2010 being any worse than May.

The Scoggins Report, by Jason Scoggins
Licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 United States License.
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Two join 'House at the End of the Street'
Jennifer Lawrence, Max Thieriot to star in horror thriller
By Borys Kit
June 3, 2010, 11:00 PM ET
Jennifer Lawrence and Max Thieriot are starring in "House at the End of the Street," a horror thriller
from FilmNation and A Bigger Boat being directed by Mark Tonderai.
"House" centers on a teen girl (Lawrence) who moves with her mom to a new town and learns that
their home is across the street from a house where a double murder took place. Complications
ensue when the teen befriends the massacre's sole surviving son (Thieriot).
The project is looking to be to "Psycho" what "Disturbia" was to "Rear Window."
FilmNation's Aaron Ryder and Peter Block of A Bigger Boat are producing with Tim Williams, Hal
Lieberman and Jonathan Mostow. Mostow wrote the story on which the script, written by David
Loucka, is based.
Producers are looking at a mid-July start in Ottawa.
The CAA-repped Lawrence stars in "Winter's Bone," an indie drama due out this year, and recently
wrapped production on "The Beaver," starring Jodie Foster and Mel Gibson.
The Gersh-repped Thieriot has tested for leads in "The Sorcerer's Apprentice" and "Justice League"
and in the fall is toplining Wes Craven's "My Soul to Take."
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The Karate Kid
(U.S.-China) A Sony Pictures Entertainment (in U.S.) release of a Columbia Pictures presentation of an
Overbrook Entertainment/Jerry Weintraub production in association with China Film Group Corp. Produced
by Weintraub, Will Smith, Jada Pinkett Smith, James Lassiter, Ken Stovitz. Executive producers, Dany
Wolf, Susan Ekins, Han San-ping. Co-producer, Solon So. Directed by Harald Zwart. Screenplay,
Christopher Murphey; story, Robert Mark Kamen.
Dre Parker - Jaden Smith
Mr. Han - Jackie Chan
Sherry Parker - Taraji P. Henson

By JUSTIN CHANG
Never mind the bullies: A language barrier and East-vs.-West ethnic tensions are the chief opponents
facing this new "Karate Kid." While it boasts some high-concept novelty in its colorful Chinese
backdrop and the sage casting of Jackie Chan in the Pat Morita role, Sony's multiculti reboot remains
largely faithful to the enduring 1984 crowdpleaser, albeit with enough tin-eared English and
Mandarin dialogue to bring another famous Chan (Charlie) to mind. Results are often flatly
formulaic but ingratiating enough to lure family audiences onto the mat, though the hefty runtime
might undercut pic's B.O. chops.
"Kid" might also find an audience among devotees of the John G. Avildsen-directed original (and, to a
lesser extent, its three increasingly disposable sequels). While it's easy to laugh now at that film's '80s
accoutrements and "Rocky"-for-runts uplift, its blend of earnest naivete and underdog-saga manipulation
still goes down pretty smoothly, thanks to the warm yin-yang rapport of leads Ralph Macchio and Morita.
As helmed by Harald Zwart ("Agent Cody Banks," "One Night at McCool's") from a script by Christopher
Murphey, this remake is an even more calculated item -- shrewdly updated for our era of globalization,
dislocation and parkour, but engineered to deliver the same dramatic satisfactions as the original, almost
beat for beat. A reassuring familiarity seeps in as early as the opening frames, when we meet 12-year-old
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_review&reviewid=VE1117942915&categoryid=4032
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Dre Parker (Jaden Smith), who's far less excited than his mother, Shelly (a wonderful Taraji P. Henson),
about their move from Detroit to Beijing.
Dre has barely mastered chopsticks when he becomes smitten with cute violinist Meiying (Han Wenwen),
only to immediately run afoul of some aggressive young thugs led by Cheng (Wang Zhenwei), who subjects
the shrimpy foreigner to a merciless demonstration of his kung fu prowess. Indeed, "The Kung Fu Kid"
would have made a more accurate if less marketable title, as Mr. Han (Chan), a local maintenance man and
dormant kung fu master, reluctantly takes Dre under his wing in hopes of getting him in shape for an
upcoming martial-arts tournament.
So as to teach his disciple the importance of focus, obedience, inner strength and oneness with nature, Mr.
Han takes Dre on several excursions to the scenic Wudang Mountains and, inevitably, the Great Wall, one
of many easy-access cultural cliches on display here. (Among the lessons in store for impressionable
youngsters in the audience: Chinese people are skillful classical musicians, value family honor above all else
and really enjoy touching black people's hair.)
While there's a potentially compelling movie to be made about an African-American adolescent struggling
to adjust to life in urban China, "Kid's" engagement with its setting never goes far beyond the picturesque
(and, as lensed by Roger Pratt in such locations as the Forbidden City, it is picturesque indeed). Scenic
training montages aside, there's never the sense that Dre is learning anything meaningful from his new
surroundings (like the language, for starters) that will benefit him in the real world, once he's beaten the bad
guys.
Apart from routine attacks by pint-sized flying ninjas, Dre has it pretty easy: Never a scrap of homework,
and just about all the locals revert to English in his presence. (Even tough guy Cheng seems weirdly
accommodating when he snarls things like, "You are fast, but not fast enough!")
All of which is to say that "The Karate Kid: Foreign-Exchange Edition" is essentially a glossy Far East fairy
tale and, as such, its appeal rests on the flexed shoulders of its lead actors, both of whom have the
unenviable task of stepping into iconic roles and acquit themselves reasonably well. Smith is saddled with a
bit too much defensive/bratty attitude early on, but the plucky young actor comes into his own when the
role's estimable physical demands set in (Smith learned kung fu from Chan's regular stunt coordinator, Wu
Gang).
Ideally cast as a martial-arts maven who's seen better days, Chan initially channels Morita in his use of
terse, vaguely Buddhist aphorisms before his instinctive warmth and good humor as a performer take over.
Thesp even manages to sock over the moment when Mr. Han boozily discloses a traumatic memory -- a
scene that didn't work especially well in the original and still feels tacked-on here.
Overall, the filmmakers have largely opted to embellish rather than excise, suggesting their reluctance to
depart much from the original template. Still, it's a sign of that pic's dramatic durability that "Kid" manages
to be as absorbing as it is, despite its nearly 2!-hour running time, and that the climactic tournament (now
with instant replay) sustains interest even when it's clear when and where the blows will land.
Henson offers rock-solid support, while Han could hardly be more winning as Dre's love interest. In lieu of
the original's Joe Esposito, the soundtrack includes tunes by John Mayer, AC/DC and the ubiquitous Justin
Bieber, classily offset by some welcome snatches of Chopin and Rachmaninoff. With: Han Wenwen, Yu
Rongguang, Wu Zhensu, Wang Zhiheng, Wang Zhenwei. (English, Mandarin dialogue)
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_review&reviewid=VE1117942915&categoryid=4032
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'Legion' tops U.S. DVD sales chart
Published: May 20, 2010 at 10:25 AM

LOS ANGELES, May 20 (UPI) -- "Legion," a supernatural horror film starring Paul Bettany and Dennis Quaid, is the topselling DVD in the United States, Rentrak reported Thursday.
Coming in at No. 2 on the DVD sales chart for the week ending May 16 is "Edge of Darkness," followed by "Daybreakers"
at No. 3, "Avatar" at No. 4 and "Tooth Fairy" at No. 5.
Rounding out the top tier are "It's Complicated" at No. 6, "Toy Story 2: Special Edition" at No. 7, "Alvin and the
Chipmunks: The Squeakuel" at No. 8, "Toy Story: Special Edition" at No. 9 and "Daria: The Complete Animated Series"
at No. 10.
The top DVD rental in the United States for the week ending May 15 is "Edge of Darkness," followed by "Legion" at No.
2, "It's Complicated" at No. 3, "Avatar" at No. 4, "Daybreakers" at No. 5, "Tooth Fairy" at No. 6, "Leap Year" at No. 7,
"Sherlock Holmes" at No. 8, "The Blind Side" at No. 9 and "The Lovely Bones" at No. 10.
© 2010 United Press International, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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ABC greenlights 'Map,' 'Proof'
Network's pickup tally up to nine
By MICHAEL SCHNEIDER
ABC's pickup tally is now up to nine, having just given the go-ahead to Shonda Rhimes' "Off the Map" and
the Dana Delany starrer "Body of Proof."
That puts Rhimes in the rarefied threesome club, an exclusive joint that Chuck Lorre just joined today as
well. Rhimes is also behind ABC's "Grey's Anatomy" and "Private Practice."
"Off the Map" is another medical-themed drama, this time about doctors who work at a tropical clinic.
Jenna Bans wrote "Off the Map" and exec produces with Rhimes and Betsy Beers. Dan Minahan directed
the pilot.
As for "Body of Proof," medical procedural centers on a medical examiner (Delany) who solves crimes. Jeri
Ryan also stars.
Show was written by Chris Murphey, who exec produces with Matt Gross. Nelson McCormick helmed the
pilot.
ABC Studios is behind both "Off the Map" and "Body of Proof."
Alphabet has previously picked up dramas "No Ordinary Family," "Detroit 1-8-7," "The Whole Truth" and
"My Generation," and comedies "Mr. Sunshine," "Happy Endings" and "Better Together."
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118019374.html
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Anchor Bay strikes deal for Darkness starring Amber Heard
14 May, 2010 | By Jeremy Kay
Marcos Efron’s remake of the 1970 British thriller garners a reported seven-figure deal.
Anchor Bay Films has acquired North American rights to Marcos Efron’s remake of the 1970 British thriller And Soon The
Darkness starring Amber Heard (pictured) in a reported seven-figure deal.
Odette Yustman, Karl Urban and Adriana Barraza also star in the story about two girls whose bike tour through a remote
part of Argentina becomes a terrifying ordeal after one of them goes missing. Jennifer Derwingson co-wrote the
screenplay with Efron.
StudioCanal is handling international sales here and co-produced and co-financed with Abandon Pictures in the parties’
first collaboration. Karen Lauder, Lizzie Friedman and Deborah Marinoff Marcus produced and Heard co-produced.
Anchor Bay plans to roll out the film theatrically in autumn. “We are pleased to add such a frightening and entertaining
thriller to our roster,” Anchor Bay Entertainment president Bill Clark said.
Senior vice-president of acquisitions Kevin Kasha, Josh Thomashow and Richard Turner negotiated the deal with WME
Global on behalf of StudioCanal and Abandon Pictures.
StudioCanal and Abandon Pictures recently announced their second project, a remake of Jean-Paul Rappeneau’s 1975
comedy Le Sauvage that originally starred Catherine Deneuve and Yves Montand. Lauder and Friedman will produce.
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Shia LaBeouf set for 'Charlie'
Dante Ariola will direct the romantic actioner
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Shia LaBeouf has signed on to star in "The Necessary Death of Charlie Countryman" for Mandate Pictures.
Commercials helmer Dante Ariola will direct the romantic actioner from an script by Matt Drake.
Story centers on the titular character (LaBeouf) who falls in love with Gabi, who's already been claimed by
Nigel, an insanely violent crime boss with a gang of thugs at his disposal. But saving Gabi might cost
Charlie his life.
Albert Berger and Ron Yerxa of Bona Fide Prods. are producing alongside William Horberg. Dean Parisot
and Mandate president Nathan Kahane are exec producing. Mandate is eyeing a fall start date.
Lionsgate is handling international sales at the Cannes Film Festival next month.
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118018516.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
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Paramount moving forward on third 'Ring' film in 3D (exclusive)
Combining two of Hollywood's consuming
passions -- sequels and 3D -- Paramount is
moving ahead with a new installment of the
horror thriller franchise "The Ring."

ABOUT

Heat Vision sets its sights on what’s hot in
the world of fanboy entertainment, from
blockbuster films to the comic books that
inspire them. Its author is Borys Kit of The
Hollywood Reporter.

The third entry based on the Japanese
horror movies is being called "Ring 3D."
David Loucka, who wrote the now-shooting
thriller "Dream House" for Morgan Creek,
has been tapped to pen the script.
Walter Parkes and Laurie MacDonald are in negotiations to return as producers, and Vertigo and
Benderspink are executive producing.
The original movie, an English-language remake of a 1998 Japanese film, was a critical and
commercial hit when it was released in 2002, and it helped usher in a period in which Hollywood
turned to Asia for horror inspiration. The movies made during that wave tended to be less gory and
thus carried PG-13 ratings, and they tried to attract a more female-centric audience.
The first film also opened doors for its director, Gore Verbinski, who went on to direct Disney's
"Pirates of the Caribbean" movies, and gave a bigger American platform to its Australian star, Naomi
Watts. A sequel was made in 2005.
"Ring" is one of the titles left behind during the Paramount-DreamWorks split and was thought to
have been inactive.
SUBSCRIBE

The plot of the original film centered on a young journalist investigating a mysterious videotape that
seemed to cause the death of anyone within a week of viewing it.
The new film is being fashioned as more teen-centric than the first, and though the logline is being
kept under wraps, the aim is to reinvent the franchise. One potential scenario involves teens finding
a VHS player that still works.
No director is on board.
Loucka is on a bit of a hot streak, with "Ring" the third high-profile project in which he's involved. In
addition to "Dream House," which stars Watts and Daniel Craig, the Original Artists-repped scribe
penned the most recent draft of "House at the End of the Street," a horror thriller from FilmNation
scheduled to go before cameras this summer.
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Informant crazy for more projects
Banner eager to take advantage of Oscar wins
By DAVE MCNARY
There's life after "Crazy Heart" for Informant Media, which produced the indie hit for a mere $8.5 million as
its first feature.
Informant, headed by partners Judy Cairo, Michael A. Simpson and Eric Brenner, has assembled a slate of
similarly priced projects -- in the $8 million to $10 million range -- in the aftermath of seeing "Crazy Heart"
break out. It grossed more than $39 million domestically for Fox Searchlight and won Oscars for Jeff
Bridges and the song "The Weary Kind" by T Bone Burnett and Ryan Bingham.
Informant is prepping Victorian-era romantic comedy "Hysteria" to shoot this summer with Rupert Everett
and Jonathan Pryce starring, followed by a pair of thrillers -- "Boobytrap" and "The Expatriate." In each
case, the banner's using a combination of private equity, gap financing, foreign presales and government
incentives to cover the costs.
"That price range is really the sweet spot for us," Cairo told Daily Variety. "And we didn't want to take a
break. We want to take advantage of how well 'Crazy Heart' performed."
Cairo and Simpson produced TV pics prior to selecting Scott Cooper's "Crazy Heart" screenplay. Informant
arranged financing for the pic, which included $1.5 million in New Mexico production incentives, and
produced alongside Robert Duvall and Rob Carliner of Butchers Run Films, Cooper and Burnett.
"Hysteria," written by Stephen and Jonah Lisa Dyer about the invention of the vibrator, will be shot in
London and Luxembourg with Tanya Wexler directing. Informant's producing with Beachfront Films'
Tracey Becker ("Finding Neverland") and Forthcoming Films' Sarah Curtis ("Mansfield Park").
"Boobytrap" is a suspense thriller penned by Simpson and based on the novel by Bill Pronzini about a
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_story&articleid=VR1118018076&categoryid=1236
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young prosecutor's wife and child who are trapped inside their home. That project will be produced by
Informant in association with production banners Atchity Entertainment, Original Pictures and Fierce
Entertainment.
Stunt coordinator and second unit director Nick Powell ("The Bourne Identity," "The Last Samurai") will
make his directorial debut on "Boobytrap," which is out to potential cast.
"The Expatriate," written by Arash Amel, is an international action thriller about a father and his estranged
daughter who have to rely on each other as they run from a kill squad. Film, packaged by CAA, will be shot
in Europe with Informant producing with Harry Winer's Smash Media.
Informant's also added a new partner, producer Howard Meltzer ("Tenderness").
Read the full article at:
http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118018076.html
Like this article? Variety.com has over 150,000 articles, 40,000 reviews and 10,000 pages of charts.
Subscribe today!
http://www.variety.com/emailfriend
or call (866) MY-VARIETY.
Can't commit? Sign up for a free trial!
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Use of this Website is subject to Terms of Use. Privacy Policy
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Todd Phillips, Joel Silver Plan To Tap Unknowns For Mystery Laugher
'Project X'
By MIKE FLEMING Sunday April 11, 2010 @ 10:18am PDT
EXCLUSIVE: Project X has got tongues wagging in Hollywood. Warner Bros, Todd
Phillips and Joel Silver are mobilizing a raunchy comedy with a $12 million budget, a hard
R-rating, under that working title. British video/commercials director Nima Nourizadeh will
be making his feature directing debut, and Phillips will be the producer and creative
godfather.
There are several unusual facets to this film. First, when was the last time Warner Bros
spent as low as $12 million on a movie? Second, the real title and the concept are being
kept secret--all I can get is that it's an outrageous high concept--and the filmmakers won't
be distributing full scripts, only watermarked pages to prospective college-aged cast. But
the most intriguing part is that the filmmakers are intent that every actor cast in the film
will be losing their screen virginity on the project.
While Phillips gave star-making turns to Zach Galifianakis, Bradley Cooper and Ed Helms in The Hangover, that trio would
have been vastly overqualified --and too old--to be considered for roles in Project X. So, if you were just in contention to
be Captain America or Spider-Man--Hitfix today reports that Logan Lerman is going to get the latter role--you're probably
too well known to be in this picture. Poised for a breakthrough after your TV series goes on hiatus? Fuggedaboudit. Got a
couple of national TV commercials on your reel? You might be overexposed. Warners and the filmmakers want to line the
picture with complete unknowns and will conduct a major national talent search. No wonder Warner Bros and Phillips are
getting away with making a studio comedy at such a low price-tag. If this works and becomes a trend, watch out, star
salaries.
Project X will begin production June 14 in Los Angeles, right after Phillips completes postproduction on the Robert Downey-Zach Galifianakis comedy Due Date and before he begins
pre-production on The Hangover 2. Phillips intends to be a hands-on producing presence
during the shoot. Silver will be executive producer along with Scott Budnick--who runs Phillips’
Green Hat Films banner-- and Silver Pictures executives Andrew Rona, Alex Heineman and
Steve Richards. The screenplay was written by Matt Drake from treatment by Michael Bacall.
The film gives Phillips the opportunity to expand the raucous R-rated comedy brand he has been building at Warners,
beyond pictures he directs. The studio has set Due Date for November 4 release and The Hangover 2 for Memorial Day
weekend 2011, but conversations are just beginning on where Project X will fit into the studio's release calendar.
http://www.deadline.com/2010/04/todd-phillips-joel-silver-plan-to-tap-unknowns-for-mystery-laffer-project-x/#more-31067
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Duo do a 'Number'
Faris, Evans to star in New Regency comedy
By PAMELA MCCLINTOCK
Anna Faris and Chris Evans are set to take a trip down memory lane in New Regency's R-rated laffer
"What's Your Number?"
Director Mark Mylod will lens in May. Regency partner 20th Century Fox will distribute. Mylod's credits
include HBO series "Entourage."
"Number" revolves around a young woman who, with the aid of her womanizing next door neighbor,
decides to re-visit all her ex-boyfriends in the hopes of finding the man of her dreams.
Beau Flynn and Tripp Vinson are producing. Their previous credits include "Journey to the Center of the
Earth" and "The Guardian." They're in post on "Red Dawn."
"What's Your Number?" is based on Karyn Bosnak's tome "20 Times a Lady." Bosnak originally adapted
the book for the bigscreen; her script was rewritten by Jennifer Crittenden and Gabrielle Allan.
Before landing at Regency, the project was at New Line, then Sony.
Faris, who will exec produce "What's Your Number?", has two other studio projects, "Gold Diggers" at
Paramount, also starring Kate Hudson, and "TMI" at Universal, in which Faris will star opposite Ryan
Reynolds. She also has "Yogi Bear" in the works.
Faris' R-rated comedy "The House Bunny" was a sleeper hit for Sony and Relativity, grossing $70.4 million
at the worldwide box office in late 2008.
Evans, who played Johnny Storm in Fox's "Fantastic Four" franchise, is in theaters next month with Warner
http://www.variety.com/index.asp?layout=print_story&articleid=VR1118016228&categoryid=13
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Rachel Weisz joins 'Dream House'
Daniel Craig, Naomi Watts star in Morgan Creek project
By Etan Vlessing
Feb 10, 2010, 02:57 PM ET
TORONTO -- Rachel Weisz is starring opposite Daniel Craig and Naomi Watts in the Jim Sheridan
thriller "Dream House" from Morgan Creek Prods.
Weisz plays the wife of a New York publishing executive (Craig), who relocates his family to a quaint
New England town, only to discover their perfect home was the murder scene of a mother and her
two children. With production on "Dream House" now under way in Toronto, Universal is set to
distribute in North America.
Universal and Morgan Creek will sell the picture internationally.
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Oscar nominees' reactions
Quentin Tarantino, Kathryn Bigelow, Lee Daniels, more
Feb 2, 2010, 09:36 AM ET
Updated: Feb 2, 2010, 08:58 PM ET

Related
'Avatar,' 'The Hurt Locker' lead Oscar noms
Complete list of Oscar nominees
Groundbreaking, first-time nominee Kathryn Bigelow was prepping for an appearance on the
"Today Show" with two of her "Hurt Locker" actors Tuesday morning when the best director noms
were announced. "These situations get framed as a competition," she said. "I don't see it that way. I
see it as being honored in this incredible mix of filmmakers with these incredible films, and it's a great
compliment to the entire 'Hurt Locker' cast and crew. We shot this movie under very difficult
conditions in the summer in the Middle East -- windstorms, sandstorms -- using a crew from
Lebanon and Israel, so it was no small feat. It's pretty heady stuff, let's put it that way, to be in the
same conversation with these other films." Although she's aware of the magnitude of her nomination,
the fourth for a female director, Bigelow is focused more on the potential impact on aspiring
filmmakers. "If by having made this film there's one person out there that imagines that the
impossible is possible, then it's an extraordinarily gratifying situation," she said. "On the other hand, I
think of myself as a filmmaker, and I tend to drop the modifier simply because I hope that someday in
the future it'll be a moot point."
"I am stoked," said best director nominee Lee Daniels. "I haven't moved. I'm in bed feeling like a
stuffed pig, I'm just so overwhelmed with joy and so full with excitement." The "Precious" director is
looking forward to extending the camaraderie he formed with the other directors he has been sharing
panels with through awards season. "Jason Reitman texted me last night, 'Are you going to sleep
OK?' " Daniels said. "I'm like, 'Yes, shut up, dude. I'm trying to sleep.' " As a barrier-breaking AfricanAmerican directing nominee -- after John Singleton, he becomes the second black filmmaker to earn
a directing Oscar nom -- Daniels is aware of the legacy he is creating, even if he's a little perplexed
by it. "It doesn't even register," Daniels said. "When it's down to a black person, it's always a first of
something. Like, Jiminy Crickets! How many firsts are there?" Well, that's one less anyway. "What it
does is it makes me think that it's not just for little black kids hoping to dream, but for all kids hoping
to dream because what happens is they all see that anything is possible -- everything is possible." As
Daniels was speaking, church bells began ringing out behind him in his New York home (turns out
it's a ringtone on his iPhone). Unfortunately, Daniels felt the need to keep the rest of his festivities to
http://hollywoodreporter.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cp…_display%2Fnews%2Fe3i5b66cf410765355135ce6fbcfbadf784&partnerID=3690
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father, Ivan Reitman, a fellow producer on "Up in the Air." Reitman would have it no other way. "Five
years ago, when I woke up to see if 'Thank You for Smoking' was going to get nominated and it
didn't, my father was the first to console me. Two years ago, when 'Juno' was nominated, he was the
first to call. And today, words can't describe what it's like to share a nomination with your dad. This is
the man who taught me everything about life and directing."
A disciplined exerciser, first-time nominee Sheldon Turner, who co-wrote "Up in the Air" with
director Jason Reitman, was muscling through his morning workout when the noms came down. "I
got the worst workout of my life, because I'm buzzed and all I'm thinking about is, 'Oh, my God, what
am I doing in the gym?' " Turner joked. "It's horrible." Well, that, and incredible. "It is quite a
morning," Turner said. "Here's the amazing thing: I'd sit on the sidelines (every year) and watch this
as we all do, and think, 'I hope if I were ever graced to be in that position that I would have less
cliched things to say.' And all I am is a walking cliche this morning. 'I am thrilled.' 'It is surreal.' 'I am
at a loss for words.' And they're all true." Turner made sure to check in with Mom to celebrate, and
then he has dinner planned with friends in Los Angeles. In the meantime, he's reflecting on the
original surge of inspiration that came with discovering Walter Kirn's source material years ago. "In
my career, whenever I've thought 'this is that kind of movie,' it never is," Turner said. "I just loved the
book, and I felt like I had to write it, and that was it. I thought it was the kind of movie that would
speak to a specific kind of person -- maybe if you traveled, maybe if you had intimacy issues with
women -- I really didn't expect this. And it's probably why it worked out, because when you just write
from your heart and you write with your passion people recognize it. That's one of my favorite things
about movies."
Armando Iannucci was having a pizza with fellow comedian Steve Coogan when the call came to
say he'd been nominated as one of the screenwriters of "In the Loop." His first reaction was his
strong desire to telephone his mum to tell her the good news. "They always keep you grounded,
mums," Iannucci said. "She told me she had a man in fixing her boiler which prevented her from
jumping around." He was surprised and pleased to note the Academy had recognized a comedy with
the nomination.
Writer-producer Alessandro Camon, a first-time nominee for co-writing the original screenplay "The
Messenger" with director Oren Moverman, was just stirring up his kids for school at his Hollywood
home Tuesday morning when a friend called with the news. "I told her, 'You better not be joking ...' "
Camon said. "Before my coffee, I assume the worst." Originally from Padua, Camon said his father
and several friends served in the Italian military, though the screenplay, about U.S. soldiers who
deliver bad news to families on the home front, was not based on any personal relationship. "When
we had the idea, people told us, 'It's a great idea, but too bad, nobody's going to want to hear it,' " he
said. "But we wrote it, and people said, 'We really like the script, but too bad no one is going to want
to make it.' And then we made it, and it was the same with the distribution, every step of the way. So
we have some good people to thank." First is collaborator Moverman, who's "on his way to L.A. as
we speak," Camon said. "I'm pretty sure we'll have a glass of wine later tonight."
Terri Tatchell, nominated for best adapted screenplay with life partner Neill Blomkamp, said she's
more excited about the film receiving a best picture nomination because that means it's "everybody's
nomination and it's easier for me to be excited for other people than for myself." Now that she will be
attending the Oscars for the fist time, the Vancouver-based screenwriter has to reconfigure a few
things at home. "I'm the one who throws the Oscar viewing party every year," Tatchell said. "I
prepare the food, organize the voting. I can't believe I'm actually going to be there this year." Luckily,
http://hollywoodreporter.printthis.clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cp…_display%2Fnews%2Fe3i5b66cf410765355135ce6fbcfbadf784&partnerID=3690
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Naomi Watts joins Daniel Craig movie
Jim Sheridan's 'Dream House' set up at Morgan Creek
By Borys Kit
Jan 22, 2010, 07:03 PM ET
Naomi Watts will star opposite Daniel Craig in "Dream House," a thriller Jim Sheridan is directing for
Morgan Creek. Universal is distributing in North America.
The project, picked up as a spec by David Loucka, follows a family that relocates into what appears
to be the ideal residence in small town Connecticut. However, a father (Craig) and his family are
disturbed to discover that their beautiful new home was the site of another family's slaughter,
believed to be at the hands of the husband who survived. Watts plays the family's neighbor.
Morgan Creek fully finances its movies, which are distributed by Universal.
The company's James G. Robinson is producing with David Robinson, Daniel Bobker and Ehren
Kruger.
Production is slated to begin February in Toronto.
Watts is at Sundance this week for her ensemble drama "Mother and Child," directed by Rodrigo
Garcia. The actress, repped by CAA and Untitled, portrays Valerie Plame in Participant Media's "Fair
Game."
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StudioCanal, Abandon eyeing 'Le Sauvage'
Duo in talks to remake 1975 French screwball comedy
By Borys Kit
Jan 19, 2010, 09:23 PM ET
After tackling a redo of the 1970 British film "And Soon the Darkness," StudioCanal and Abandon
Pictures are talking about reteaming to remake the 1975 French film "Le Sauvage."
Screwball comedy "Sauvage" starred Catherine Deneuve as a woman seeking to escape her
engagement and Yves Montand as a middle-aged man who helps her and finds that he can't get rid
of her.
StudioCanal and Abandon would co-develop and co-finance the project, to be produced by Karen
Lauder and Lizzie Friedman.
"Darkness" stars Amber Heard, Odette Yustman, Karl Urban and Adrianna Barraza. The thriller
follows two young women who go on a bicycling trip through rural Argentina. When one of the girls
disappears, the other one must fight to survive the harrowing landscape and the killer.
The two companies hope to partner on several more projects.
Distribution screenings for "Darkness" will begin early February for the domestic sale of the film,
which is being handled by William Morris Endeavor. The international premiere of the film will take
place at the upcoming Berlin Film Festival.
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TV pilot season takes off
ABC, Fox and NBC pickup shows; CBS mulls over a drama
By CYNTHIA LITTLETON
Pilot season is picking up speed. ABC greenlit two dramas and one comedy project Monday, Fox and NBC
picked up a comedies and CBS is circling a drama.
ABC's pickups include a project from Shonda Rhimes' Shondaland banner and ABC Studios. "Off the Map"
revolves around three doctors who work in a medical clinic in a tropical setting. Jenna Bans penned the pilot
and will exec produce with Rhimes and Betsy Beers.
"Body of Evidence," from ABC Studios, is a procedural revolving around a femme medical examiner. Chris
Murphey wrote the pilot and exec produces with Matt Gross.
The Alphabet's comedy order went to a single-camera project, "Happy Endings," from scribe Dave Caspe
and Sony Pictures TV. Project centers on a group of friends that is disrupted when two of them decide to
break up. Jamie Tarses exec produces.
Fox has greenlighted a 20th Century Fox TV pilot penned by Ajay Sahgal revolving around two brothers
from a traditional Indian background. One defies his family's expectations by dating a Caucasian woman,
while the other agrees to enter an arranged marriage. Fox entertainment prexy Kevin Reilly developed
similar project with Sahgal in 2004 when he was at NBC.
NBC ordered laffer "The Strip" from Universal Media Studios and "Reno 911" duo of Robert Ben Garant
and Thomas Lennon. The multicamera project revolves around a former child star who owns a Hooters-type
restaurant in a strip mall on the outskirts of Las Vegas. Lennon plays the lead and Garant has a supporting
role. The duo exec produce along with Peter Principato and Paul Young.
CBS is eyeing a project from WBTV and Joel Silver. "The Odds," penned by Jeff Wadlow, focuses on
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buddy cops in Las Vegas.
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Marc Forster lured by Ludlum
Director attached to writer's 'Manuscript' for Par
By TATIANA SIEGEL
Marc Forster is attached to direct "The Chancellor Manuscript" for Paramount. The studio -- which paid a
rich $4 million for the Robert Ludlum political thriller in 2005 -- has tapped Peter O'Brien to adapt.
Story centers on Peter Chancellor, who turns in a novel about D.C. power brokers who are blackmailed into
altering U.S. policies. When some operatives get hold of the manuscript, they think he has uncovered their
actual scheme and try to hunt the author down.
Project, which is being developed as a Leonardo DiCaprio star-ring vehicle, has seen earlier drafts penned
by Michael Seitzman and Alessandro Camon.
In recent years, the late Ludlum's thrillers have proven irresistible to studios and big-name talent. Universal,
the studio behind Ludlum's "Bourne" franchise, is developing "The Sigma Protocol." And Tom Cruise,
Denzel Washington and helmer David Cronenberg are attached to an adaptation of "The Matarese Circle" at
MGM.
Douglas Wick is producing "Chancellor Manuscript" alongside DiCaprio. Forster's partner Brad Simpson is
also involved in some producing capacity as is Captivate Entertainment, which reps the Ludlum estate.
Forster, whose credits include "The Kite Runner," most recently directed the James Bond pic "Quantum of
Solace."
O'Brien's credits include the female-driven thriller "Unlocked," which garnered buzz and made the 2008
Black list. Producers Georgina Townsley and Lorenzo di Bonaventura are teaming to put that project
together. O'Brien is also writing the game story for the Microsoft game "Halo: Reach."
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Out of the 'Boondocks'
Apparition sequel 'All Saints Day' takes $11 milllion
By PAMELA MCCLINTOCK
As most smaller titles struggle at the specialty box office, Apparition's crime thriller "The Boondocks Saints
II: All Saints Day" has been recouping box office blessings since unspooling in late October.
Through Sunday, the pic's domestic cume was $10.8 million, one of the best showings for a 2009 film
opening in limited release and Apparition's top-grossing title to date.
All Saints Day" is Troy Duffy's follow-up to his 1999 cult pic "Boondock Saints," which received only a
tiny theatrical release before turning into a surprise hit on DVD, generating sales north of $50 million.
Bob Berney and Bill Pohlad's Apparition was given the film to distribute by Sony Pictures Worldwide
Acquisitions Group, which financed the sequel. Project was shepherded by Steve Bersch, now prexy of the
acquisitions group.
Berney said he knew about the first film's fanatic following because of his children, who were among the
fans.
All those kids are now 20 years old, and they all came to see the movie," Berney said.
If you haven't seen the first film, you probably wouldn't get why this one would do so well. It's not a big
studio film, nor is it an arthouse film. It was a perfect fit for me, and Apparition," he said.
At its widest, film played on nearly 500 screens.
Berney was the indie distributor behind "My Big Fat Greek Wedding" and "The Passion of the Christ."
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Apparition relied heavily on a viral campaign when selling "All Saints Day" (Sony and Apparition shared
marketing costs), including hosting screenings to spark word of mouth, much as Paramount did with sleeper
blockbuster "Paranormal Activity."
It's the new world of distribution, where you find a product that can be marketed with the Internet," Berney
said.
Apparition has released four films since last fall: arthouse titles "The Young Victoria," which has cumed
$4.5 million, and "Bright Star" ($4.4 million) plus genre pic "Black Dynamite," which cumed $242,578.
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Pair playing 'House'
FilmNation, A Bigger Boat team on Mostow thriller
By MICHAEL FLEMING
FilmNation Entertainment and A Bigger Boat are combining to finance and produce "House at the End of
the Street," a psychological thriller based on a story written by Jonathan Mostow.
The film will be directed by Mark Tonderai from a David Loucka script. Tonderai helmed "Hush," a
Pathe/IFC-distributed thriller that won a British Independent Film Award.
Pic is described as a thriller in the vein of "Psycho," aimed at a contemporary young audience.
A Bigger Boat's Peter Block will produce with FilmNation's Aaron Ryder, Mostow and Hal Lieberman.
The film had been set up at Universal and developed through the discretionary fund of Mostow/Lieberman.
The producers, who subsequently split up, got the picture in turnaround and set it to be co-financed by
FilmNation's Glen Basner and GreeneStreet Films, which partners with Block in A Bigger Boat.
Intention is to start production later this year. That will likely make the film the first production for
FilmNation since Basner formed the venture in 2008 as an international sales arm and brought Ryder in
shortly after to start a production division. Block just wrapped the John Carpenter-directed thriller "The
Ward" as well as "Frozen."
We believe this will be to 'Psycho' what 'Disturbia' was to 'Rear Window,' but with the addition of a strong
female lead," Ryder said.
In related news, Block has taken U.S. rights to J. Blakeson's kidnapping thriller "The Disappearance of
Alice Creed," starring Gemma Arterton, which preemed in Toronto.
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Film will be released by Anchor Bay, with whom he has a relationship.
Adrian Sturges produced and CinemaNX's Steve Christian and Marc Samuelson were executive producers
and will self-distribute in the U.K. WestEnd Films handles international sales.
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Anthony Swofford on 'The Messenger'
by Oren Moverman and Alessandro Camon
With "The Messenger," Oren Moverman and Alessandro Camon have written a raw and humane portrait of
the dire costs of war. Moverman, an Israeli, and Camon, an Italian, get to the heart of the current American
zeitgeist using plain, direct language that is absolutely free of cliche and pandering. Their script respects
both the actors who will play the parts and the audience members who will live with the characters as their
lives are chewed up by the machinery of war. The emotional textures of the writing are impressive and
range from a deep despair and loneliness to rich, bawdy humor, stirring pathos and forbidden eros. It's easy
to see why Ben Foster and Woody Harrelson and Samantha Morton jumped at the opportunity to play the
three main characters.
This is a war film without onscreen war violence. The writers allow the domestic front, the war at home,
centerstage. It's a risk that pays off because the writers have been so careful creating characters that the
viewer cares about. The casualty notification scenes are heartbreakingly rendered, and the way the writers
ordered these scenes gives the film a tragic narrative complexity. Moverman and Camon weren't afraid to
render slowness and quietude: It's as though the film itself, in the midst of being projected, is grieving for
America's dead sons and daughters.
Anthony Swofford is author of the novel "Exit A" and the memoir "Jarhead."
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